Micromachined gyroscope concept allowing interchangeable operation in both robust and precision modes
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A B S T R A C T
This paper presents a new gyroscope design concept with a multi-degree of freedom (DOF) sense mode enabling interchangeable operation in robust or precision modes. This is accomplished using a complete 2-DOF coupled system which, unlike previous multi-DOF designs based on dynamic vibration absorbers, allows for the specification of the sense mode resonances and coupling between the masses independent of operational frequency. The robust mode corresponds to operation between the 2-DOF sense mode resonant peaks providing a response gain and bandwidth controlled at the design level by frequency spacing; the precision mode, however, relies on mode-matching the drive to one of the sense mode resonant frequencies where larger response gains are achieved through vacuum operation. The complete 2-DOF sense mode provides the gyroscope with distinct advantages over similar devices based on 1-DOF systems: the robust mode introduces a gain advantage versus conventional mismatched operation, while the precision mode gain-bandwidth is larger for the same pressures. Experimental rate characterization of a silicon-on-insulator prototype in air for both robust and precision modes demonstrated scale factors of 0.282 and 0.690 mV/°/s, respectively, while the scale factor improvement due to precision mode operation is projected to increase by 40 dB for operation in 1 mTorr vacuum.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Coriolis vibratory gyroscopes operate based on a transfer of energy between the drive and sense modes in the presence of an input angular rate [1]. In its conventional micromachined form, these modes are realized as single degree of freedom (DOF) dynamic systems, each having their own distinct resonant frequency based on the structural design. The operational method of the gyroscope, and ultimately its performance, is determined by the relative positioning of these two modes. Mode-matched operation, typically reserved for applications requiring high resolution, is achieved by setting the drive and sense resonant frequencies to be equal; this allows the sensor output to be increased proportionally to the sense mode quality factor, yielding higher sensitivities at the cost of reduced bandwidth and robustness [2]. Separating the resonant frequencies by some prescribed amount, or mode-mismatching, is more common in commercial devices as it provides increased robustness [3–5]. This is because the stability of the output over a broad temperature range is critical for automotive and consumer electronics applications [6–9].

Previously, new gyroscope design concepts were introduced aimed at robust operation using an expanded sense mode mechanical design space through increased degrees of freedom [10–12]. Unlike conventional devices [13,14], the multi-DOF designs utilized two coupled sense masses in the sense mode forming a 2-DOF dynamic system with two resonant frequencies and a wide region of constant amplitude between them. While the gain and the bandwidth of this operational region is controlled solely by the resonant frequency spacing, a constraint limited the minimal achievable spacings as the operational frequency was increased with a fixed device size [15]. This is a direct effect of the incomplete 2-DOF design space consisting of only two suspensions which eliminates the ability to independently define the frequency spacing and the coupling between the masses.

In contrast, a complete 2-DOF system consisting of two masses and three suspensions alleviates this issue allowing for the arbitrary specification of frequency spacing independent of operational frequency; implementing such a system as a physical layout, however, poses a significant design challenge. Multi-DOF gyroscopes utilizing complete 2-DOF sense modes have been previously demonstrated in [16,17]. Both devices were based on symmetrically decoupled layouts [18] which required the use of bidirectional flexures while also mandating specific suspension designs for the automatic positioning of the drive mode between the sense modes.
resonances [16] and the maximization of the coupled system amplitude ratio [17].

Recently, a new micromachined gyroscope design was introduced which takes advantage of a complete 2-DOF sense mode dynamic system through the use of a second, inner decoupling frame [19,20]. The proposed design maintains x-y symmetry while also eliminating the need for bidirectional suspensions. Furthermore, the complete control of the 2-DOF sense mode dynamic system enables a new operational method where the drive mode can be interchangeably placed between the sense mode peaks (robust mode) or mode-matched to one of the resonant peaks (precision mode). Since the design concept allows full control over the amount of coupling between the masses, the sense mode frequency response can be tailored for specific applications.

In this paper, a detailed description, analysis, and characterization of the newly introduced gyroscope concept is presented. Section 2 includes a comparison of the complete 2-DOF system to the dynamic vibration absorber used previously, a presentation of the proposed structural schematic, and the derivation of sense mode design equations in terms of physical parameters. Next, Section 3 introduces the method of interchangeable operation followed by a presentation of the complete 2-DOF system advantages over similar 1-DOF sense mode devices. An experimental characterization of the new device is presented in Section 4 which demonstrates angular rate operation of both the robust and precision modes using a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) prototype. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of results.

2. Complete multi-DOF sense mode gyroscope design concept

This section introduces the proposed gyroscope design concept which takes advantage of a complete 2-DOF sense mode. The key differences between previous multi-DOF systems and the one utilized in this work are highlighted in Section 2.1 followed by a description of the structural layout, Section 2.2, and derivation of sense mode design equations, Section 2.3.

2.1. DVA versus fully coupled sense mode

Conceptual diagrams of a dynamic vibration absorber (DVA), used in [10–12], and a complete, fully coupled 2-DOF dynamic system proposed for this work are presented in Fig. 1. The DVA is characterized by two masses, \( m_a \) and \( m_b \), and only two suspension elements, \( k_a \) and \( k_c \). The structural frequencies for this coupled system can be formulated as,

\[
\omega_a^2 = \frac{k_a + k_c}{m_a}, \quad \omega_b^2 = \frac{k_c}{m_b}, \quad \omega_c^2 = \frac{k_c}{\sqrt{m_a m_b}},
\]

where \( \omega_a \) and \( \omega_b \) are the frequencies of the system if the larger mass \( m_b \) and the smaller mass \( m_a \) from Fig. 1(a) are held clamped, respectively, while \( \omega_c \) is a term that expresses the strength of the coupling between the two masses [21].

An examination of Eq. (1) reveals that the three terms are not independent of each other, but rather a dependence exists between \( \omega_a \) and \( \omega_b \),

\[
\omega_a^2 = \mu \omega_b^2
\]

where the proportionality constant, \( \mu \), is related to the mass ratio of the system, defined as \( \mu = \frac{m_b}{m_a} \). This means that the structural frequency of mass \( m_b \) and the amount of coupling between the masses cannot be defined independently, giving rise to the frequency scaling issues discussed in [15].

In order to alleviate the frequency scaling constraints of DVA type sense modes, a complete, fully coupled 2-DOF coupled system, Fig. 1(b), is proposed. This system is comprised of two masses, \( m_a \) and \( m_b \), and three suspension elements, \( k_a \), \( k_b \), and \( k_c \). The structural frequencies of a complete, 2-DOF dynamic system can be formulated as,

\[
\omega_a^2 = \frac{k_a + k_c}{m_a}, \quad \omega_b^2 = \frac{k_b + k_c}{m_b}, \quad \omega_c^2 = \frac{k_c}{\sqrt{m_a m_b}},
\]

where \( \omega_a \) and \( \omega_b \) are again the uncoupled frequencies of \( m_a \) and \( m_b \) while \( \omega_c \) expresses the strength of the coupling [21]. When the values in Eqs. (1) and (3) are compared, it can clearly be seen that the addition of the third suspension eliminates the dependence of \( \omega_a \) and \( \omega_b \) that exists for DVA-based systems. Thus, a sense mode which utilizes a complete, three suspension 2-DOF dynamic system enables the specification of the structural frequencies and amount of coupling independent of each other, overcoming a limitation of previous designs.

2.2. Structural design

While a complete 2-DOF sense mode was conceptually shown to alleviate the frequency scaling issues related to dynamic vibration absorber systems, implementing it as the sense mode of a gyroscope is not a trivial problem. The approach taken in this work is illustrated by the lumped structural schematic of the new gyroscope concept in Fig. 2(a). The design, like previous multi-DOF sense mode devices, consists of a conventional drive mode that is mechanically decoupled from a 2-DOF sense mode dynamic system formed by the two coupled sense masses, \( m_a \) and \( m_b \). The major difference between the current work and previous multi-DOF implementations [10–12,16,17], however, is the addition of a second, inner decoupling frame that connects the smaller sense mass \( m_a \) to a central anchor. The use of this second decoupling frame enables the inclusion of a third suspension element, \( k_b \), thereby allowing the realization of a complete 2-DOF sense mode without the need for a bidirectional flexure.

Implementing a fully coupled sense mode using a second, inner frame and a central anchor acts to preserve x-y symmetry of the design while also maintaining the mass-in-frame decoupling used in previous multi-DOF devices. This can be seen in the physical layout schematic of the proposed multi-DOF sense mode gyroscope, Fig. 2(b); the smaller mass \( m_b \) is contained completely within and connected to the larger mass \( m_a \) with \( k_c \), while the outer and inner frames provide connections for the \( k_a \) and \( k_b \) suspensions, respectively, to the fixed anchors. Thus, a complete, frame-decoupled, x-y symmetric 2-DOF sense mode with three suspensions can be realized as a micromachined implementation eliminating the detrimental frequency scaling effects of dynamic vibration absorbers.
2.3. Sense mode design equations

As illustrated by Fig. 2 above, the complete 2-DOF sense mode enables the specification of the sense mode resonant frequencies and amount of coupling between the masses independent of the operational frequency. This is due to the mass-in-frame decoupling used where the drive mode natural frequency, ω\(_d\), can be obtained independent of the sense mode parameters through adjustment of either the suspensions, \(k_d\), or the frame masses. The sense mode natural frequencies, on the other hand, are determined using the 2-DOF eigenvalue equation,

\[
\omega^4 - \omega^2 (\omega_d^2 + \omega_b^2) + (\omega_b^4 - \omega_d^4) = 0,
\]

which has the following solutions,

\[
\omega_{1,2}^2 = \frac{1}{2} (\omega_d^2 + \omega_b^2 \pm \sqrt{\omega_d^4 + \omega_b^4 - 2\omega_d^2\omega_b^2 + 4\omega_b^4}).
\]

where \(\omega_{1,2}\) are the desired lower and higher sense mode resonances in terms of the structural frequencies defined in Eq. (3).

While the drive and sense modes are structurally independent from each other, the relative positioning of the frequencies is critical for operation of the gyroscope. For the following analysis, the natural frequency of the drive is assumed to be equally spaced from the two sense resonant peaks. This means that the desired sense mode resonances can be expressed as,

\[
\omega_{1,2} = \omega_d \pm \frac{\Delta}{2},
\]

in terms of the sense mode peak spacing, \(\Delta = \omega_2 - \omega_1\). Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) and solving for the structural frequencies gives,

\[
\omega_{a,b}^2 = \omega_d^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta}{2}\right)^2 \pm \omega_d \Delta \sqrt{1 - \epsilon^2},
\]

which are the sense mode design equations for the structural parameters required to achieve the desired 2-DOF sense mode resonant frequencies.

The difference between the DVA design equations derived in [15] and Eq. (7) is the freedom to specify the amount of coupling, through adjustment of \(\omega_d\), independent of the desired sense mode frequencies, \(\omega_{1,2}\). The presence of a square root term, however, implies that the amount of coupling must be within a limited range in order to result in a physically realizable system. Therefore, it is easier to express the coupling in terms of a percentage of the maximum,

\[
\omega_{a,b} = \epsilon \omega_d \Delta, \quad \text{where} \ 0 < \epsilon < 1,
\]

using a coupling parameter, \(\epsilon\). Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) gives

\[
\omega_{a,b}^2 = \omega_d^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta}{2}\right)^2 \pm \omega_d \Delta \sqrt{1 - \epsilon^2},
\]

which are the sense mode design equations in terms of desired operational frequency, \(\omega_d\), sense mode resonant frequency spacing, \(\Delta\), and the amount of coupling, \(\epsilon\). Using Eq. (3) and (8), the stiffnesses required to achieve the desired sense mode resonant frequencies can be found from the following,

\[
\begin{align*}
    k_a &= \omega_d^2 m_a - k_c, \\
    k_b &= \omega_d^2 m_b - k_c, \\
    k_c &= \epsilon \omega_d \Delta \sqrt{m_a m_b},
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\omega_{a,b}\) is given by Eq. (9) assuming the value of the masses are known.

3. Interchangeable operation

As discussed above, the complete 2-DOF sense mode overcomes the challenges of DVA-based sense systems, such as the elimination of operational frequency scaling trade-offs [15] and the ability to independently adjust the amount of coupling between the masses. Additionally, the freedom to tailor the sense mode through this expanded mechanical design space enables a new operational method for multi-DOF gyroscopes: interchangeable operation in both robust and precision modes in a single device.

The concept of both robust and precision modes of operation is illustrated by Fig. 3 which presents a conceptual frequency response highlighting the two operational regions. Similar to previous multi-DOF devices, the robust mode corresponds to operation between the sense mode resonant frequencies, providing a wide region of relatively constant gain and phase. Precision operation, however, consists of mode-matching the drive to one of the sense mode resonant peaks. Similar to conventional devices, precision operation takes advantage of the gain achieved through resonance, allowing increasingly larger sensitivities by operating in vacuum.

Since the amount of coupling for the complete 2-DOF system is independently adjustable, it can be used to favorably shape the sense mode frequency response. The following sections will investigate how changes in the coupling parameter affect the robust mode gain when compared to a similar mismatched 1-DOF system as well as the gain ratio of the precision and robust operation.
3.1. Robust mode gain advantage

In order to analytically compare robust operation using a complete 2-DOF sense mode to a conventional mismatched 1-DOF system, the mechanical gains of each are derived. Starting from the 1-DOF transfer function and taking the limit as quality factor, Q, goes to infinity gives,

$$G_{1-DOF}(\omega_d) = \frac{1}{2\omega_d^2}$$ \hspace{2cm} (10)

which is the upper limit of mechanical gain for a conventional sense mode in terms of the frequency mismatch defined by $\delta = \omega_d - \omega_s$ where $\omega_d$ and $\omega_s$ are the drive and sense mode natural frequencies, respectively [22].

For the 2-DOF sense mode shown in Fig. 2(a), the gain can be determined from the following transfer functions

$$Y_a = \frac{s^2 + \omega_d^2 + \mu \omega_s^2}{s^4 + (\omega_d^2 + \omega_s^2)^2 + 2 \omega_d^2 \omega_s^2 - \omega_s^2}$$ \hspace{2cm} (11)

$$Y_b = \frac{s^2 + \omega_d^2 + \mu \omega_s^2}{s^4 + (\omega_d^2 + \omega_s^2)^2 + 2 \omega_d^2 \omega_s^2 - \omega_s^2}$$ \hspace{2cm} (12)

where the input is Coriolis acceleration, $a_c = -2\Omega \cdot \omega_d$, applied to both masses and the outputs are $Y_a$, the displacement of sense mass $m_s$, Eq. (11), and $Y_b$, the displacement of sense mass $m_b$, Eq. (12), assuming no damping and zero initial conditions. Substituting $s = i\omega_d$ into Eq. (12) and evaluating the absolute value gives,

$$G_{2-DOF}(\omega_d) = \frac{1 + 4(\omega_d/\Delta)\sqrt{1 - \varepsilon^2} + 16(\varepsilon/\mu)(\omega_d/\Delta)}{4\omega_d^2 - (\Delta/2)^2}$$ \hspace{2cm} (13)

which is the mechanical gain of the complete 2-DOF sense mode assuming the smaller mass $m_b$ is used for Coriolis detection.

Using Eq. (13), the 2-DOF gain was computed for a system with an operational frequency of 5.4 kHz and a peak spacing of 172 Hz for varying amounts of sense mode coupling, $\varepsilon$, and mass ratios, $\mu^2$; these were then compared to the gain of a 1-DOF device calculated from Eq. (10) assuming a mismatch corresponding to 86 Hz (half of the 2-DOF resonant frequency separation). The results of this simulation are plotted in Fig. 4. As illustrated by the figure, the gain of the complete 2-DOF sense mode is higher for nearly all coupling values and this increase becomes larger with smaller mass ratios. Also, a maximum gain advantage exists for each mass ratio at different amounts of coupling. This maximum point can be found by evaluating the zero differential of the ratio,

$$\varepsilon_{max} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \mu^2}}$$ \hspace{2cm} (14)

where $\varepsilon_{max}$ is defined as the amount of coupling required to achieve the maximum 2-DOF gain advantage.

3.2. Gain ratio

In order to investigate the effect of coupling stiffness on the robust to precision gain ratio, frequency response simulations were performed for a complete 2-DOF system in air with constant sense mode frequency spacings for various coupling amounts. As shown in Fig. 5, the robust mode gains for all coupling amounts are essentially the same; the bandwidth, however, increases with weaker coupling due to the inclusion of the lower in-phase peak. The precision mode gains, on the other hand, change drastically with coupling starting at minimal values for maximum ($\varepsilon = 1$) and strong coupling (0.9 < $\varepsilon$ < 1). Larger precision mode gain improvement for atmospheric operation is obtained with decreasing coupling stiff-
ness resulting in an increase of more than 20 dB versus the robust mode for weakly coupled systems ($\epsilon < 0.3$). Thus, weak coupling is ideal for purely atmospheric operation as it maximizes the precision mode gain improvement.

4. Experimental characterization

Prototypes of the proposed gyroscope concept used for the experimental characterization presented below were fabricated using an in-house, wafer scale silicon-on-insulator process with a conductive 50 µm device layer and a 5 µm buried oxide. The minimum feature size of the overall process used to define the capacitive gaps was 5 µm. The perforated structures were released using a timed hydrofluoric (HF) acid bath followed by dicing, packaging, and wire bonding. A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a fabricated prototype is presented in Fig. 6.

Imperfections arising due to the fabrication process are a common problem for micromachined resonant devices, especially gyroscopes, where the resonant frequencies are strongly dependent upon the geometric dimensions of relatively thin suspension elements. This can cause a deviation of the drive and sense mode resonant frequencies from the intended values and for conventional silicon gyroscopes, the scattering can be on the order of 100 Hz [23]. To compensate for these effects, post fabrication mechanical trimming is typically employed to adjust resonant frequencies [24] which ultimately increases the total cost per sensor. Detailed numerical simulations of vibratory gyroscopes with coupled sense mode designs show an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity of the scale factor to the variations in the fabrication process critical dimension [25], thereby eliminating the need for trimming.

4.1. Sense mode frequency responses

In order to investigate the robust mode gain advantage versus a conventional 1-DOF mismatched device, two sense mode systems were designed and fabricated. The first was a complete 2-DOF system with masses $m_a$ and $m_b$ while the second was identical to the first except the masses were fused to form a 1-DOF system with the same total mass, $m_a + m_b$. Frequency responses were experimentally obtained for both systems in air using equivalent electrostatic forcing and are presented in Fig. 7. As indicated by the figure, the robust mode gain of the complete 2-DOF system is over 5 dB higher than the gain of the 1-DOF system mode-mismatched by half the resonant frequency spacing, thereby demonstrating the advantage predicted in Fig. 4.

An additional gain-bandwidth advantage is revealed in Fig. 7 for precision operation. While the absolute gains are essentially the same, the effective Q factor of the 2-DOF resonant peak is 76 versus the slightly higher Q of 106 for the 1-DOF system despite the same damping conditions. Therefore, the precision mode of operation can provide the equivalent mechanical gain of a conventional 1-DOF system with a lower effective quality factor and thus, larger bandwidth.

The precision to robust gain ratio was examined using several different sense mode systems with varying degrees of coupling between the masses. Experimental frequency responses are presented in Fig. 8 for sense modes systems with strong and weak coupling in both air and 1 mTorr vacuum. As expected from the previous analysis and simulations in Fig. 5, the low coupling system provides a higher precision mode gain improvement in air (10 dB versus 7 dB) versus the 240 Hz wide robust gain regions. On the other hand, the system with a high coupling stiffness provides the larger precision mode improvement of more than 40 dB versus the robust region in vacuum. Additionally, the robust region...
of the strongly coupled sense mode is unaffected as the pressure is decreased; for the low stiffness system, however, this is not the case since the robust region contained the lower, in-phase peak in air, which changes dramatically in vacuum.

4.2. Angular rate characterization

The fabricated prototype was characterized using constant angular rates for both robust and precision modes. The sections below detail the biasing used for the experiment, Section 4.2.1, the method of mode tuning for switching between the operational modes, Section 4.2.2, and finally, a scale factor comparison in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1. Biasing scheme

Fig. 9 presents a schematic of the actuation and detection scheme used for the angular rate experimental characterization. For drive mode actuation, an AC driving voltage, \( V_d(t) \) plus a DC potential, \( V_{DC} \) was applied to the fixed electrodes while a high frequency AC carrier voltage, \( V_c(t) \), plus a sense mode tuning voltage, \( V_t \) was applied to the mobile mass. In order to maintain a constant driving amplitude, the total DC driving potential, \( V_{DC} - V_t \), was fixed during sense mode tuning experiments.

In the sense mode, a differential detection scheme using cascaded trans-impedance and instrumentation amplifiers was used to pick up the motion of mass \( m_b \). The differential signal was then demodulated at the carrier frequency followed by a second demodulation at the drive frequency using AMETEK Model 7265 Lock-In Amplifiers. The use of the high frequency carrier allows for the separation of useful sense signals from the drive feed-through [26].

4.2.2. Mode-matching

The fabricated prototype used in the experimental characterization was designed with the drive mode natural frequency of 5.44 kHz between the lower and higher sense mode resonances of 5.2 and 5.6 kHz, respectively. Therefore, mode-matching for the presented device required electrostatic tuning of the sense mode in order to match the higher anti-phase resonant frequency to the drive. By adjusting the DC tuning voltage, \( V_t \) applied to the mass, the sense mode resonant frequencies are shifted down in frequency as shown in Fig. 10. Continuing to increase the voltage causes both sense mode frequencies to shift until the higher one crosses the drive mode at approximately 35 V.

While the sense mode tuning curves indicate that the device can be mode-matched, it does not ensure precise matching is achieved. The zero rate output of the gyroscope (or quadrature), however, can be monitored for a maximum output indicating that the drive and sense frequencies are equal [27]. The quadrature output in dB versus tuning voltage is presented in Fig. 11 for the device operated in 5.6 Torr vacuum. For low tuning voltages (0–15 V), the drive mode is in the robust operational region between the peaks. As the voltage is increased, the quadrature signal reaches a maximum at 34 V indicating a mode-matched condition; further increases in tuning voltage, however, results in a decreased output signal.

4.2.3. Scale factor comparison

To verify both operational modes, the device was characterized in atmospheric pressure at constant angular rates using an Ideal Aerosmith 1291BR rate table and the results of the experiment are presented in Fig. 12. The actuation and detection scheme shown in Fig. 9 was used with tuning voltages of 0 V and 34 V for robust and
precision modes, respectively, while the total driving voltage was kept constant. For robust operation, the experimentally obtained scale factor was 0.282 mV/◦s while for precision operation it was 0.690 mV/◦s. Thus, precision mode resulted in a 2.4 times improvement of scale factor at atmospheric pressure; for operation at 1 mTorr vacuum, however, a possible improvement of 40 dB can be obtained for precision mode while leaving the robust mode unaffected.

5. Conclusions

A new z-axis vibratory MEMS gyroscope concept with a complete 2-DOF sense mode was presented. The device, unlike previous multi-DOF designs based on dynamic vibration absorber systems, allows for the specification of the sense mode frequency spacing and coupling independent of the operational frequency. This is accomplished through the addition of a second, inner decoupling frame ensuring x-y symmetry without a bidirectional flexure.

Additionally, a new operational method was introduced allowing interchangeable operation in either precision or robust modes. The robust mode corresponds to operation between the 2-DOF sense mode resonant frequencies and was analytically and experimentally shown to provide a gain advantage over a similar 1-DOF system operated with a mismatch. Precision operation relies on matching the drive to one of the sense mode resonant frequencies which was revealed to have a gain-bandwidth advantage over a conventional sense mode.

The trade-offs associated with the amount of coupling between the sense masses were investigated. For atmospheric pressure, weakly coupled systems are desirable due to the larger achievable precision mode gain improvements (over 20 dB); for vacuum operation, however, the high coupling stiffness system results in the larger precision mode gain (over 40 dB) while leaving the robust region relatively unaffected. In the robust mode of operation, uncompensated temperature coefficients of bias and scale factor have been shown to be on the order of 300(◦C)/C and 350ppm/◦C, respectively, due to the robustness of the coupled sense mode [16].

In the precision mode, temperature robustness and bandwidth of the gyroscope are traded for up to 100 times improvement in the mechanical sensitivity and, correspondingly, the Angle Random Walk (ARW). Finally, an experimental rate characterization of a silicon-on-insulator prototype was performed for both robust and precision modes in air revealing a 2.4 times scale factor improvement which can be increased 40 dB for 1 mTorr operation.
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